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For a Cluster, the user for the VixDiskLib_Read API is usually the vSphere administrator, which is not
an administrator for the cluster itself. The user for a local VM is usually the user who is performing

the backup or restore operation. In some cases, the vSphere administrator can become an
administrator for the cluster using a VMware policy setting. However, if the user is not an

administrator, then the retry process will only succeed after two minutes. In this case the user will be
logged off of the vCenter/ESX host and vSphere administrator will be re-assigned as the user. The
vSphere administrator will remain administrator for the VM and any other guest that was already

logged in. Cannot upgrade VMware VMCI hosted OS (internal reference #148107) Problem: If a user
is upgrade hosted OS, then VMware VMCI cannot be upgraded to work with the VMDK after the

upgrade. Workaround: After upgrade hosted OS, then use Direct Connect to the ESX host to load the
VMware VMCI drivers, which will then be able to communicate with vCenter Server 6.5, after which
the VMware VMCI services can be upgraded to the correct version. In particular, this can be done
using the vCenter commands vSphere Direct Connect Upgrade VMware VMCI or vSphere Direct

Connect Upgrade VMware Virtual SAN. Affected platforms: Windows and Linux. Installed version(s):
Hosted OS version 8.0.0 (only) Issues: Related Patch Notes A “duplicate image” is really a copy of an

existing VMware virtual machine file which includes the state of the virtual machine, as well as all
virtual hardware and virtual devices, but not the virtual disk. It is meant to be reused, so you only

need to reinstall the virtual machine from this archive once.
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VMware (VMware Virtual Network
Computing 5.5.x) is unable to

start workstation clients on ESX
4.0 due to a limitation in the

kernel. The VMware service must
be restarted when this occur.

Workaround: Perform this work
around when running ESX 4.0 in

a VMWare Workstation
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environment and the ESX 4.0
host is not restarted after any
kernel upgrade. ( #156855 )

Workaround: This work around is
also required for ESX 3.0 hosts

upgraded to ESX 4.0. ( #156848
) T1120 and T1120i can't make
connection with VMware 5.0.0

vCenter Converter. When
migrating to a vCenter Server,
the vCenter Server needs to

know the next server's unique
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identifier (UID). If T1120 or
T1120i doesn't send the

eServerID, vCenter Server will
not accept the T1120 or T1120i

and the migration will fail.
However, you have to manually
fix it by adding the next server's
unique identifier (UID) into the

T1120 or T1120i. Jiangwen Zhao,
Sinchang Cheng and Jizhou

Zhang Bugzilla #1147490 When
you use the configuration disk,
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be careful in how you create the
disk. Here's what I did and it
worked: Added a dynamic

storage pool and a datastore to
my VM, when I went to VMware

Converter and chose the
configuration disk, I clicked on
Modify: Which allowed me to
choose the storage pool and

datastore that I had added to the
virtual machine. After selecting

the storage pool and datastore, I
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could choose the boot
configuration for the VM. Finally I

clicked on "Finish". But the
installation went without a

problem. With 4.1.1 of VMware
Converter, the command line is
gone in the menu. The only way
to download VMware Converter
is to use the "Open link in a new
window" method. If you use the

VMware Converter command
line, you have no other choice.
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